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Recall that a graded ring S has a decomposition

S Sd
d20

such that if ai E Si aj CSj then Aiaj CSitj

EI k Xi Xu has standardgrading KG D Ad
d

where Ad is the Kvectorspace generated by deg d monomials

If S is any graded ring I C S an ideal is

homogeneous if it has a homogeneous set of

generators i e ai where ai cSdi some di

The ideal Sf Sd E S is called the irrelevant
e.g in kCx xn the irrelevant ideal consists of

polynomials w 0 constant term

As a seat we define Profs to be the set of

homogeneous prime ideals not containing St

As a topological space the closed sets are of theform

I Peprojs PSI

Where I is a homogeneous ideal



For f CS homogeneous define

Dff PeprojsIF EP ProjSIV F

Note that ProjSESpecs and the topology on

ProjS is the one induced by the Zariski topology on

Spec Thus the sets Dt F D F nPwjS form a basis
for the topology on ProjS

satisfies most of the same properties as in

Spec

If I J E S are homogeneous ideals then

IJ V I UVCJ

If Ii is a family of homogeneous ideals of S
then Eti NV Ii

Proofs of these and most of the rest of the claims
in this section are are almost the same as their

analogues in the affine case so we leave
them out

we define the structure sheaf on ProjS by defining
it on the basis

set 0 Dt Fl S j SES is homogeneous and degs degft



Note that this a ring a subring of SF

If D F ED G the restriction map is the one induced

by Sa Sp

we can check that this extends to a sheaf on Pwg'S

by checking the pre sheaf axioms on the Dill This
is also similar to the proof for Spec

Latin For any P c ProgS the stalk Op is isomorphic to
F

Sgp g
F G c S homogeneous.geP dega degu

Note Scp is a local ring with maximal ideal generated

by etfs of the form PT where pep

Ex If S kCx y with the standard grading and Rhd
Then Scp 5 R where R is kCt localized at the

prime ideal Cttl via the map

F x y F t l

Erle y Gct 1

We now know that Prof'S is a locally ringed space
so in order to show it's a scheme we just need
to show that it's covered by affine schemes In

particular we have the following



Pep For each FES homogeneous we have an

isomorphism

Dt Fl 01pm Spec
asdefined
above

P1 we'll give a morphism 4,4 D F SpecSen

First take the localization map S Sp Since

SCF is a subring of SF we can define for any
Pe D F

4 P Psp Asce

Since FFP Psp is a prime ideal in SF so also

in Sce Moreover this is a bijection from D F

to SpecSce check this

To see that4 is a homeomorphism note that for

any homogeneous I C S

PII YEP 2Isensee

Now if DC CSpecSce is a basic open set

then we have a natural isomorphism inducedby 4

DfE Sofa 0 Dt Fat which



induces an isomorphism

4 Ospec.sc Y 0pwjslp.ee D

Cer ProjS is a scheme

Det If A is a ring define projectivenspace overA tobe
Pf ProjAExo xD

Ex If k is a field we can cover tpp by the open sets Dthi
If R kCxo xn then we have natural isomorphisms

Rai KC i IT IT Ek Xi XD

so D xi IAI

In the case where k E the set of closed points of Pr
is homeomorphic to the variety IP and the restriction

of G is just the sheaf of regular functions

Noete The scheme ProjS depends on thegrading of S not

just on the ring structure

Ex let S k x y Z where degx 2 degy deg2 L

Then what is D x



So kC YET E KCA.B.CI CAc B2

so D x I Spec KCA.BGfAcB2 which is not isomorphic

to any open set in the standard IP

i e P ProjS


